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How many times, yeah how many signes 
Does it takes for me to make up my mind 
Now it's the time to confess my crimes 
But I can't decline all the beauty I find 
That's my girl with the look to kill 
And I can't reveil all the doubts I feel 
'cause she equals troubles 
And she equals fights 
She equals sex and incredible nights 
But I just wanna be with you o aha 
Deep down I know I gotta go 
But there's something about you I can't say no 
Only wanna fuck with you o aha 
Just one more time to free ourselves 
Don't wanna be my elf I get some one else 

This is the last time 

Once again she invites me inn 
And I don't know why did I begin 
There's a whole lotta fish and I'm just looking at one 
Gotta get it over with I gotta move on 
Every time I say no keeps you begging for more 
So I don't even know what I'm saying no for 
I'm saying this once never again 
This is the last time that i'm coming inn 
I just wanna be with you o aha 
And deep down I know I gotta go 
But there's something about you I can't say no 
Only wanna fuck with you o aha 
Just one more time to free ourselves 
Don't wanna be my elf I get some one else 

So I'm a main mother fucker 
An asshole on first sight 
But if that's what you're screaming 
Then why we'regetting down tonight 

For real 
No more lies 

Guess what 
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For real 
What you're thinking 
Never again no 
No more lies
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